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INTRODUCTION

'Reactor noise" is an expression used by specialists: it means
'fluctuations in the output signal from a sensor located inside or
nearby a nuclear reactor1.

The analysis of reactor noise is a well established branch of
studies and applications that traces back to Enrico Fermi's first
critical experiments in the U.S.A. at the end of 1942.

From then on, the attention of physicists has been mainly turned
towards the noise of the neutronic signal for more than 35 years.
Neutron flux is in fact directly connected to the fission phenome-
non and immediately responsible for the energy release.

The final goal of the analysis of neutron noise is to measure
the time constants and the dynamic characteristics of the reactor
under observation, to verify the neutronic project of a plant thro-
ugh a comparison between calculations and measurements.

Recently, studies have been carried out involving signals coming
from different sensors, e.g. thermal, mechanical, acoustic. By stu-
dying the fluctuations of these signals together with the neutronic
one, it is possible to assess the correct operation of the plant.
Alarms on incipient malfunction or expected abnormalities are also
provided: one can also call an early warning on unexpected abnorma-
lities.

The remarkable advantage of noise analysis techniques is that the
signal is extracted from sensors during their ordinary operation in
the system without any need for external excitation or perturbation.
For plants working in steady-state conditions,such as energy genera-
ting plants, noise analysis is the only applicable technique.

The use of noise analysis techniques involves a remarkable econo-
mic aspect: the low costs of noise analysis confirm this hypothesis
if compared with the much larger costs of failures and/or of stops
of the plant.

The theory of the analysis of non-neutronic noise, which is funda^
mental for a correct interpretation of experimental data, runs at a
preliminary stage. In fact, the complexity of the system under ana-
lysis, the large number of noi.se sources and physical parameters in
the model and the non-complete understanding of the propagation phe
nomena are just some examples of the causes of the present situation
of uncertainty: non-neutronic noise analysis is still mainly based
on heuristic formulae.

In this article, the attention is turned to the Study of the fluì
ctuations of the signal coming out from a thermal sensor. The final



purpose is to give useful formulae for the interpretation of measu
rements of thermal noise.

In this article the heat transfer phenomenon is treated as a
stochastic process or, better* an ensemble of stochastic processes.
The most widely adopted stochastic models in the literature deal
with discrete quantities evolving on a continuous time base. Parti^
cles or pseudoparticles of different types constitute populations
which are described by integer numbers and consequently by discre
te variables.

D.R. Harris (1958) introduced a pseudopartic'le related to the
energetic quantity released by fission and exchanged among diffe-
rent components {e.g. fuel, coolant, structural materials) in the
processes of stochastic fluctuations in nuclear power plants.

The concept of a source-eroitting-pseudoparticles-according-to-
a-probability-distribution has been introduced in statistical me-
thodology by J. Gurland (1963) and applied to neutronic problems
by J.R. Burger (1969).

A deterministic model of heat transfer concerning nuclear fuel
elements in a fluid coolant has been set by E. Robinson (1974).

For the model assumed in this article, the authors adopt a real^
ly simple scheme of a part of a nuclear installation. A vertical
fuel element is considered placed side by side with a parallel co
lumn of coolant. The fuel produces heat via the fission process:
the coolant removes the heat from the fuel and dissipates it out-
ward and outside.

A temperature sensor, e.g..a thermocouple, is set inside the
coolant and its output signal is read and recorded at the plant
consolle.

Through the analysis of thermal noise stored from steady-state
operating plant it is possible to determine the time constants of
the heat transfer of the system and to control and monitor possi_
ble changes and abnormalities.



STRUCTURE OF THE BARTLETT FORMALISM FOR TREATING STOCHASTIC
PROCESSES

In the rest of the presentation, a number of heat transfer mo-
dels goes under study. A system is characterized by the presence
and the number of particles and pseudo-particles of different na-
ture.

The first feature of the system can be described by a box of
the following fashion

PARTICLE NUMBER OF PARTICLES ASSOCIATED VARIABLE IN PGF

which leads to the proper definition of the state probability ge-
nerating function (pgf).

The system is also characterized by all the possible processes
which can occur and cause state transitions.

This further feature of the system can be described by a scheme
named after Bartlett represented by the following box

(1)PROCESS (2)PROBABILITY (3)TRANSITI0N (4)DEPENDENCE ON PGF

The time evolution of the system is then outlined by the partial
time differential equation (ptde) obtained from the Bartlett scheme
via the following elementary rules of combination:

(a) the LHS member of the ptde consists of the partial derivative
of the pgf with respect to the time variable t ;

(b) the RHS member of the ptde is obtained by adding vertically the
results of the horizontal products of columns (2)(3) and (4)
for each process of the scheme ;

(c) explicit initial conditions must be coupled with the ptde in
order to pinpoint the correct solution.

Two are the mathematical procedures possible at this stage.
If the ptde can'be solved analytically, as in the cases proposed

by Paci1 io et al. (1976), the solution is given in explicit terms
for the pgf.

In the case that no analytical solution can be reached for the
pgf, an alternative mathematical route is proposed and developed
according to the conclusions set by Colombino et al. (1978). It. is
based on transforming the ptde into a set of ordinary time differen



tial equations (otde) in the factorial moments or factorial cumu-
lants of the state variables, by a suitable but straightforward
operation of derivation of the original ptde with respect to all
the auxiliary variables of the pgf and the proper use of basic re
lations between factorial moments and cumuiants and the pgf.

The set of equations is then analytically solved.
Finally, once relations have been established between factorial

moments and cumulants and auto- and cross-correlation functions,
the final solution can be given in terms of the latest stochastic
descriptors.



FACTORIAL MOMENTS AND FACTORIAL CUMULANTS

An example is given now for setting general definitons of facto-
rial moments and factorial cumulants of first and second order.

If P(U,V,t) is the probability that U particles of type 1 and V
particles of type 2 are present in the system at time t, the state
probability generating function is given by the following formula

CO Oft

F(x,y,t) x U y V

The first order factorial moments, i.e. the expected values U
and V of the number of particles of type 1 and 2 respectively,
are given by

*F. - u

= V

The second order factorial moments, i.e. the expected values
number of pairs of particles of type 1 and 2

respectively, are given by

= U(U-l)

'= UV

= V(V-l)

The first order factorial cumulants, i.e. the expected values
of the number of particles of type 1 and 2 respectively, are given
by

= u



The second order factorial cumuiants, i.e. the expected values
of the number of correlated ( = all possible minus uncorrelated )
pairs of particles of type 1, of type 1 and 2,and of type 2 respe-
ctively, are given by

3a1o9F U(U-l) - (U) 2 = K(U,U.t)

UV - U V K(U,V,t)

V(V-l) - (V)2 = K(V,V,t)

The general relation between factorial cumulants K(i,j,t) and
the expected values of the number of correlated pairs E(i,j,t) is

E(i,3,t) =



AUTOCORRELATION AND CR0SSC0RRELAT10N FUNCTIONS

If u is the net production rate of particles of type 1
(so that the expected number of particles m the time
interval O-r is V = ut) the expected number of pain or
panicles in the same interval O-r can be defined as

ÌU(U - \) = f dtj
Jo

where udì, is the probability that the first particle of
the pair is counted in the time interval t, —• r, + drt;
K(rt, (2 Mr is the conditional probability that the second
particle of the pair is counted in the time interval
tz — ti + dt2, given a first count inr, —«r, + w , .

Under the hypothesis of an ergodic process. irU,./j)
does not depend on the choice of time r, but only
on the time elapse T = r2 — t,.

The function uniti,t2) is defined as the auto-
correlation function AC(V, U) of the state variable V
and can also be written as 4>LVUi- Its integral definition
can be converted into a differential relationship in terms
ofthepgf, i.e.

AQU, V) = <t>m(T) =

1 d* t-2F(T)

Furthermore, if u and v are the net production rates
of particles of type 1 and 2 (so that the expected
number of particles of the two types in the time
interval 0-f is D = ut and V = it, respectively) the
expected number of mixed pairs of the two particles
in the same interval 0-r can be defined as

= f dtj f jr,.(r,.fj)udr,
Jo Jo

= f d t j a.(r,. t2 ì vati 0 ^ i, < t2 « t
Jo Jo

where »dt, is the probability that the first particle of
the pair is of type 1 and is counted in the time
interval *\ -»f\ -f dtj; it.(f,, tì\dtì is the conditional
probability that the second particle of the pair is of
type 2 and is counted in the time interval tI—>t1 + dt1.
given a first count of type 1 in the time interval
ti—»!, + d/i: rdtj is the probability lhat the first
particle of the pair is of type 2 and is counted in the
time interval t1—tx + d i , ; a.(f,. J2)dr2 is the con-
ditional probability that the second particle of the
pair is of type 1 and is counted in the time interval
tj —» (j + d'j. given a first count of type 2 in the time
interval h—h + dr,.

Under the hypothesis of an ergodic process, njr „ t, i
and n,(fi, /j) do not depend on the choice of time r.
but only on the time elapse t = r» - t,.

The function un,(r,.t2) = rjr.Uj.ij! is defined as the
cross-iorrgiuiion function XCU;. l'| of the state
variables V and V and can be written as <t>Ll ir|. Its
integral definition can be converted into u differential
relationship in terms of the pgf. i.e.

One of the original contribution;, of the present
article is that both auto-corrclatioi and cross-
correlation function expressions are obtained threats
from the partial time differential equation in the pgf
via the operational definitions established in this
section-





AUTO-SPECTRAL DENSITY AND CROSS-SPECTRAL DENSITY
FUNCTIONS

Noise ,by definition, is non-periodic; it contains ma
ny frequencies, and it cannot be syncronized, nor analy_
zed by conventional means. Like any other random phenome
na, noise can be characterized only in terms o£ its ave-
rage behaviour, that is, its statistical properties. So-
me of these properties will be familiar :

MEAN VALUE : the dc component of the signal.

ROOT MEAN SQUARE (RMS) : a measure of the total power con
tained in the signal.

POWER DENSITY SPECTRUM : shows how each frequency present
in the signal contributes to the
totl power.

Consider a random signal and assume an ideal bandpass
filter at the f0 frequency with bandwidth Af.

If the random noise is filtered in this bandpass fil-
ter and the output mean power is measured, one obtains a
power P(fe,Af). If Af is small, it can be written in the
following way

Sxx(f0)df

S__ (f0) is the power spectral density of the noise un-
der study. The power spectral density is not directly mea
sured like the probability density.

What one measures is the mean power in the frequency
interval f. This measure will be the power spectral den-
sity when the bandwidth is very small.

The total mean power of the signal is given by the sum
of all the frequencies of the power density.

The theorem of Wiener-Khinchin demonstrates that the
auto-spectral density is the Fourier transform of the au
to-correlation funtion, i.e.
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sou(f) -

This theorem could be easily extended to the cross-
correlation function

In the same way one obtains the cross-spectral densi-
ty if one considers two different random functions

-0»
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TEMPERATURE AND HEAT TRANSFER IN A NUCLEAR SYSTEM :
SOME DETERMINISTIC FORMULAE

The basic formulae of this article start from the
definition of the term "heat".

The amount A Q of heat absorbed or released from a
system is expressed by the following formula

A Q = me A T

where m = mass of the system
A T = temperature gradient
c = specific heat of the system

The expression is of static nature.
As a convention of sign, heat transferred to a sy-

stem is considered positive and heat transferred from
a system is considered negative.

The kinetic variations of heat in a system is descri^
bed by the Newton's law

AQ = AAT- At

where A = heat transfer coefficient (heat transferred•
per unit time and per unit temperature gra-
dient)

A t = time interval
The previous expression can be transformed into a

time differential equation

Q = A AT

The system under consideration may be a reactor which
consists of a solid substance that includes the reactor
fuel and a liquid coolant.

The model adopted here is zerodimensional.
Assume the following notation :

Sdt = heat produced inside the fuel via nuclear fis-
sion process in the time interval dt

and for the thermodynamic characteristics of fuel and
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coolant:

FUEL COOLANT

mass m M

specific heat c C

temperature T,, Ta

From the first thermodynamic's law one can write :

^ [mcTj (t)] = Sdt - A [T,, (t) - T4 (t)J dt

t p , l r I

0 |MCTa (t)j = A 1 ^ (t) - ^(tjj dt

and

Q1 = S - A [T1(t) - T4(t)J

Q2 = A[T,(t) - Tz(t)J

The equations are deterministic and they involve the
mean values of the variables.

Ti«.̂  equivalent stochastic relations deal also with
the fluctuation of the variables.

Generally the stochastic models describe discrete
systems, i.e. systems constitued by particle or pseudo-
particle populations.

To apply the stochastic eque'-.ions to the heat, the
physical variable Q must be transformed into a discrete
variable by an operation of normalization.

A non-dimensional variable is obtained dividing Q
by the mean energy released by a single riuclear fission
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event.
This variable represents the number of energy units

released, exchanged and removed.
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HEAT TRANSFER PROCESSES IN NUCLEAR SYSTEMS :
STOCHASTIC MODELS

The model adopted here describes the following system:
a fuel element dips into a liquid coolant; a sensor (ther
mocouple) measures the temperature of the coolant.

One supposes that the fuel emits energetic units fol-
lowing a probabilistic law. The flowing coolant, which is
in contact with fuel, removes energetic units from the sy_
stem.

In this work one considers a liquid coolant which is
in one-phase condition and cools the fuel element via
transport phenomena of energetic units.

Seven cases are analyzed in the rest of the paper in
the following order :

(1) heat generation

(2) heat dissipation

(3) heat generation and dissipation

(4) heat transfer

(5) heat generation and transfer

(6) heat generation, dissipation and transfer

(7) heat generation transfer dissipation and
thermometry

In the case (7) . the thermocouple is introdu-
ced in the model. This way a theoretical expression for
the auto-correlation function of the thermocouple output
signal is obtained.

The thermodynamics characteristics of the system under
study are determined via the analysis of the time evolu-
tion of the auto-correlation function obtained from the
data.
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HEAT GENERATION

Assume f(x) the pgf associated to the probability ge-
neration of energetic units in the fuel and £ the proba-
bility per unit time that a heat generation event occurs
in the fuel.

The box of the pseudopartieie and associated variable
is

zone

fuel

number of particles

mcT,,

associated variable
in pgf

X

The pgf is

0F(x,t). Z P(mci1,t)x
l

The Bartlett scheme is:

(1)

heat
generation

(2)

e

(3)

f (x)-1

(4)

F

The corresponding partial time differential equation
(ptde) is

- £

which must be coupled with the initial condition

F(x,0j =
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Derive the ptde with respect to x and compute it in
x=1. The following equation is obtained

~A= e f d ) where f(1) «

The latter can be integrated and interpreted in terms
of the temperature average of the fuel:

T.= T,fl. +£'f ' (1)t where £'= — E
1 w me
The mean value of the fuel temperature is linearly

divergent in the time, starting from the initial tempe-
rature T10 . The stationary state is impossible.

The kinetic equation for the second order factorial
cumulant is :

KL2l= £f"(1) where f«(U = - ^

The number of correlated pairs of energetic units can
be written as

The production rate of correlated pairs is directly
proportional to the dispersion of the probability distri
bution profile associated to heat generation events in
the fuel.
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HEAT DISSIPATION

Assume that: \L is the probability per unit time and
per unit pseudoparticle that an energetic unit leaks a-
way from the fuel.

The box of pseudoparticle and associated variable is

zone

fuel

number of particles

mcT,

associated variable
in pgf

X

The pgf is

fM0= f P(mcT1/t)x
The Bartlett scheme is

(1)

heat
dissipation

(2) (3)

1 - x

(4)

The corresponding ptde is

which must be coupled with the initial condition

F(x,O) = i
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Derive the pdte with respect to x and compute it in
x=l. The following equation is obtained

mcT>j = -U. mcT.j

The latter can be integrated and interpreted in terms
of the average temperature of the fuel:

"?, = T1O exp(- JXt)

The mean value of the fuel temperature is exponential
ly decreasing in the time starting from the initial tem-
perature TAQ . The steady-state is impossible.

The kinetic equation for the second order factorial
cumulant is

The number of correlated pairs of energetic units is
given by

E(2) = 0

The result is no surprise because the hypothesis is
that no mechanism of production of correlated pairs is
present at any instant t^.0.

The dissipation process can only degrade the number
of pseudoparticles.
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HEAT GENERATION AND DISSIPATION

Assume f(x) the pgf associated to the probability ge-
neration of energetic units in the fuel and £ the proba-
bility per unit time that a heat generation event occurs
in the fuel. Assume also that u. is the probability per
unit time and per unit pseudoparticle that an energetic
unit leaks away from the fuel.

The box of pseudo particle and associated variable is

zone

fuel

number of particles

mcT,

associated variable
in pgf

X

The pgf is

The Bartlett scheme is

(1)

heat
generation

heat
dissipation

(2)

t

(3)

f(x)-l

1-x

(4)

F

dF/òx

The corresponding ptde is

-ff- -
which must be coupled with the initial condition

F(xf0) =
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Derive the pdte with respect to x and compute it in
x=l. The following equation is obtained

*

mc'-Ej = £ f (1) -

The latter can be integrated and interpreted in terms
of the average temperature of the fuel:

^p ^̂  ^p *̂ i^p •• *r i f^^cT^ I* "̂ IJ *t™ i
1 e 10 e "» i

where the equilibrium temperature T = fcf (l)/u.mc

The mean value of the fuel temperature tends to an
equilibrium value independent from the initial tempera-
ture T10 .

If T/10> T the asymptotic steady-state value is rea
ched via a downgrading exponential time law.

If T ^ T the asymptotic steady-state value is rea
ched via an upgrading exponential time law.

The kinetic equation for the second order factorial
cumulant is

- 2

The number of correlated pairs of energetic units is
given by

E(2) =

It must be noted the asymptotic value of the number
of correlated pairs is proportional to the equilibrium
temperature T .
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HEAT TRANSFER

Assume A is the heat transfer coefficient between fuel
( mass m, specific heat c ) and coolant ( mass M, specific
heat C ) . Assume then that {X12= A/mc is the probability
per unit time that a single energetic unit migrates from
zone 1 (fuel) to zone 2 (coolant) and that OH^- A/MC is
the analogous probability of the reverse migration.

The box of ps eudopar tides and associated variables is

zone

fuel

coolant

number of particles

mcT.

MCT

associated variable
in pgf

X

Y

The pgf is

co co
F(x,y,t) =IIP(racT. ,MCT_,t)

0 0 -L *

The Bartlett scheme is

(1)

heat transfer
zone 1 to 2

heat transfer
zone 2 to 1

(2)

«12.

«2.1

(3)

y-x

x-y

(4)

ÒF/òx

The corresponding ptde is
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which roust be coupled with the initial condition

F(x,y,0) = x*cTio yMCTi,

Derive the ptde with respect to x and y, respectively,
and compute them in x=y=l. The following equations are ob-
tained in terms of the average heat transfer to and from:

MCT"2 =

The adiabatic condition, i.e. the heat conservation,
can be immediately visualized.

The same equations may be interpreted in terms of the
average temperatures of the two zones, respectively:

•

*1 - <*12< T 2 "
 T l >

The latter ones aan be integrated and give:

*1 = Te + ( T10 " Te } exP^-01^

¥ = T + ( T - T .) exp(-Olt)

where the equilibrium temperature T is the weighted ave
rage of the initial temperatures of the two zones with
weights represented by the heat capacities of fuel and
coolant respectively. More precisely

T = (U*)«X T +« T ) = mcT10 + MCT2Q

with cx = cx12 + <*2i

The mean values of the fuel and coolant temperatures
reach an asymptotic steady-state value which depends on
the temperature initial conditions.
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If T._> T (j=l,2) the asymptotic steady-state value

is reached via a downgrading exponential time law.
If T. < T (j=l,2) the asymptotic steady-state value

is reached via an upgrading exponential time law.
The kinetic equations for the second order factorial

cumulants are:

2 ̂ H K 0«1 " 2 °*21K C021

Once the 3-equation system is obtained, the following
characteristics can be noted:

- the determinant of the coefficient matrix in the RHS
member of equation system is zero, i.e. at least one
equation is a linear combination of others;

- the characteristic equation associated to the equiva
lent third-order differential equation in one of the
three variables is

whose roots are CJ = 0 , u_ = -<X and (J3 = - 201 ;

since the initial values of all factorial cumulants
are zero at time t=0/ one can conclude that the above
mentioned system admits an identically null solution;

the final observation is that there are no correlated
pairs or correlated mixed pairs in the fuel and in the
coolant because the correlation can only be introduced
by the heat generation process which is not present in
the model under study in this section.
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HEAT GENERATION AND TRANSFER

Assume f(x) the pgf associated to the probability of
generation of energetic units by the fuel and £ the pro-
bability per unit time that a heat generation event oc-
clirs in the fuel. Assume also A is the heat transfer C<D
efficient between fuel and coolant. Assume then that ot^9

A/mc is the probability per unit time that a single ener
getic unit migrates from zone 1 ( fuel ) to zone 2 ( coo
lant ) and that « ^ = A/MC is the analogous probability
of the reverse migration.

The box of pseudoparticles and associated variables is

zone

fuel

coolant

number of particles

mcT

MCT2

associated variable
in pgf

X

y

The pgf is

P(mcT:,MCT ,t) x
m c T i

The Bar t le t t scheme is

(1)

heat
generation

heat transfer
zone 1 to 2

heat transfer
zone 2 to 1

(2)

£

< * 1 1

(3)

f (x)-l

y-x

x-y

(4)

F

ÒF/òy
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The corresponding ptde is

= 6 [f (x) - l]F +*u (y-x)|£ +cy x-y) jE

which must be coupled with the initial condition

F(x,y,O) =

Derive the ptde with respect to x and y, respectively,
and compute them in x=y=l. The following equations are.
obtained in terms of the average heat transfer to and
from:

mcT1 = 6 f ' (1) - i^ ^

The same equations may be interpreted in terms of the
average temperatures of the two zones, respectively:

.u __

T-L £ f ' (1) + «U(T2- Tx)

T = oj (T - T ) with £'= e /me

The latter ones can be integrated and yield:

T = T + ( T - T )exp(-«t) +|« f'f1

"T2 = Te + ( T20 - Te )exp(-at) -

t [c^e'f <l)/a]- t

mcT + MCT
where T = and (X = \ + CX

me + MC ±l 2 1
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The main features of the solutions are the following
ones:

(a) the fuel and coolant average temperatures, with ini-
tial values T .̂ T , first reach an equilibrium
temperature;

(b) the average temperature of the fuel is larger than
T as in case of absence of heat generation while
the average temperature of the coolant is smaller
than T : these observations are valid as long as
the plateau condition is preserved;

(c) taking the difference between the two equilibrium
temperatures, one can note that the balance is gi-
ven by e'f1 (l)/« which is the positive contribu-
tion due to the heat generation weighted on a total
dissipation probability given by a = & + CX

(d) after the attainment of the equilibrium temperature,
both temperatures are linearly divergent in time wi
th the same rate but always respecting the T > T
condition.

The set of kinetic differential equations in the fac
torial cumulants is:

K[20] « ~ 2<*12 K [ 2 0 ] + 2 O (21

" CXKjlll + S i K[02]K[20]

2ai2K[ll] "

The time-dependent solutions are:

(2,0) = -r—£f"(l)(l-e ) + - , e f" (1) (1-e )
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E (1,1) = «V*«««l£f,,(1)(1_e-«*) __|!|_ £f « (i)

E(0,2)

Comments about solutions:'

(a) the expected number of correlated pairs in fuel, fuel
and coolant and coolant first reach an equilibrium va
lue and then diverge linearly with time via different
increment rates;

(b) at any instant of time the following condition holds
• • •
E(2,0) +E(1,1) +E(0,2) = (1/2) £f" (1)

which implies that the pair production rate of energes
tic units in the fuel by the heat generation process
equals the change of state rate of the various pairs.
Explicitly, at time t=0 E(2,0)= (l/2)£f"(l) while
E(l,l)=È<0,2)=0 ; at later instants È (2,0) becomes a
loss rate and è (1,1) and È (0,2) become production ra
tes and summed all together maintain the balance;

(c) solutions are made up of three parts : the first two
are connected with the heat transfer phenomena of e
nergetic units which migrate after beeing generated ;
the third part, linearly divergent in time, is conne£
ted directly with the heat generation;

(d) the asymptotic amplitudes of the exponential parts of
of the solutions E(2,0), E (1,1), E(0,2) add up to ze
ro, because of the conservation of the number of pairs
in the two zones, i.e. doublet adiabatic hypothesis.
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HEAT GENERATION TRANSFER AND DISSIPATION

Assume f(x) the pgf associated to the probability of
generation of energetic units in the fuel and e the pro
bability per unit time that a heat generation event oc-
curs in the fuel. Assume that A is the heat transfer co
efficient between fuel and coolant. Assume that <X =
A/mc is the probability per unit time that a single ene
rgetic unit migrates from fuel to coolant and that Ot-.. =
A/MC is the analogous probability of the reverse migra-
tion. Finally assume that/L is the probability per unit
time and per single pseudoparticle that an energetic unit
moves away from the coolant.

The box of pseudoparticles and associated variables
is

zone

fuel

coolant

number of particles

mcT

MCT2

associated variable
in pgf

X

y

The pgf is
OS Cù

F<x,y,t) = Z Z P(mcT. ,MCT.,t)
O O I Z

The Bartlett scheme is

M C T

(1)

heat
generation

heat transfer
from zone 1 to 2

(2)

£

(3)

y-x '

(4)

F
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heat transfer
from zone 2 to 1

heat
dissipation

« a t

M-

x - y

1 - y

•3F/ay

3F/9y

The corresponding pdte i s

-x) | | - + [<X2i<x-y}

which must be coupled with the initial condition

F(x,y,0) = xmcT10 yMCT20 .

Derive the pdte with respect to x and y, respective-
ly, and compute the resultant formulae in x=y=l. The fo
llowing equationsare obtained in terms of the average
heat transfer rates to and from:

= €f • (1) -

MCT = +JJL)

The same equations may be interpreted in terms of ave
rage temperatures of the two zones, respectively:

•

Tx = £f» (1) + 0i12( T2- TL)

V V -
with E.' = e/mc.

The latter equations can be integrated relatively to
different initial conditions: (a) the initial temperatu
res of fuel and coolant are equal, (b) the initial tem-
peratures of fuel and coolant are different.

Case A ( T1(J- T 2 Q -To)
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This condition corresponds to an operational start-up
of the system at room temperature with no preheating.The
solutions are

— e
fri _̂ rp

1 1

2 ~ 2

where T =

T a =

+ (

+ <

T

T

+

f'

o - Tl > H{t)

0 - T® ) H(t)

6 ' f <1)/Ot15

(1)/>C

E'f ' (1) G ( t )

G(t)

£" = E/MC

—Wi t —Wi t
H(t)= {we x - w^e 2 )/(w2-w.) is a linear com

bination of exponentials which behaves roughly
as a single exponential and in particular sa-
tisfies the following conditions H(0)=l and
H (wtr»oo ) =0 ;

G (t) = (e 1 - e 2 ) / (w.-w.) is always non negati.

ve, satisfies the conditions G(0)=0 and
00)= 0 and has a peak in between;

w x = (1/2) (Oc-A)

w 2 = (1/2) (a +A )

= W 1 + W 2

A 2 = a 2 _ 4a12jiL
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Comments about the solutions:

(a) zone 1 reaches an asymptotic steady-stats condition
with an equilibrium temperature higher that that of
zone 2 because of the presence of a heat source in
the fuel;

(b) zone 2 reaches an asymptotic staeady-state condition
with an equilibrium temperature given by the balance
of the heat generating intensity £f ' (1) in zone 1
and the dissipation rate JLLMCT- in zone 2;

(c) taking the difference between the two equilibrium"
temperatures, one can note that the net balance is
given by fi'f (l)/ot^2 which is the positive contri-
bution due to the heat generation in zone 1 weighted
on a dissipation probability o _ of zone 1 toward zo
ne 2; "^

(d) the eigenvalue w^ is different from zero because of
the presence of two non-vanishing factors (X and
jUui in fact, these two probabilities permit the ac-
tual transfer from zone 1 to 2 and dissipation from
zone 2 of the heat generated in zone 1;

(e) the term driven by the H(t) function is that respon
sible of the heat transfer in both solutions;

(f) the term driven by the G(t) function is a transient
responsible of heat generation and dissipation in
zone 1 and of dissipation only in zone 2.

CASE B ( T1£)> T 2 Q )

This condition corresponds to an operational start-up
at non-zero power after a period of preheating. The solu
tions are

T x = T® + ( T 1 Q - T® ) H(t) +

? 2 = T2 + ( T20 ' T2 } H ( t ) +C°C21 (T
10-T20 ) " ^ 2 0 3 G ( t )
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Comments on the solutions are entirely similar to
those expressed for Case A except for two addenda;

(g) the negative term driven by the G(t) function in zo
ne 1 is due to the additional dissipation from zone
1 to 2 caused by the initial temperature difference
between fuel and coolant;

(h) the positive term driven by the G(t) function in z£
ne 2 is due to the additional heat transfer contri-
bution from zone 1 to zone 2 caused by the initial
temperature step between the two zones.

The set of kinetic differential equations in the fac
torial cumulants is:

^C20l = ~ 2 *12 ^ r*lA"1 + *̂-»"> ^ r-i-n + € . f " ( l )

+ °21 K L02]

Kro2] -

Since one is interested in conditions as close as pos
sible to the real operation of the system, a steady-sta
te ergodic condition is set, i.e.

K[20] = K[ll] = K[02] = °

Thus the set of differential equations transforms in
to a set of algebraic equations with time-independent
solutions. They are

E(2,0) = 6f(l)

E (1,1) = gf"(D
2<X/JL
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E<0,2) =

They correspond to the expected number of energetic
unit pairs in the fuel, the expected number of mixed
pairs ( one unit in the fuel, the other in the coolant )
and the expected number of pairs in the coolant, respe-
ctively.

These relationships are indeed not very expressive
but E (2,0) E (1,1) and E (0,2) satisfy interesting proper
ties which possess an intuitive physical significance I
For instance, equation

(1/2) £f"(l) = /LE (1,1) + 2;u.E(0,2)

implies that, since heat generation takes place in zone
1 only and heat dissipation takes place in zone 2 only,
the LHS member represents the pair generation rate whi-
le the RHS member is composed of the mixed pair loss ra
te added to the pair loss rate.

Again, equation

2CX12 E(2,0) = (l/2)£f"(l) +<*2i E(l,l)

states that pair loss rate in zone 1 equals the sum of
pair generation rate in zone 1 and pair transform rate
from (1,1) to (2,0).

Then,equation

«E(l,l) = 2OC12 E(2,0) + 2(X21 E(0,2)

states that mixed pair loss rate equals the sum of pair
transform rate from (2,0) to (1,1) and pair transform
rate from (0,2) to (1,1).

Finally, equation

E(0,2) =

states that pair loss rate from zone 2 equals pair tran
sform rate from (1,1) to (0,2) .
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HEAT GENERATION TRANSFER DISSIPATION AND THERMOMETRY

Set the same assumptions of the previous section and
assume that A[ is the probability per unit time and per
single pseudoparticle that an energetic unit is detected
by a thermocouple located in the coolant.

The presence of a temperature sensor modifies the sy-
stem whose state must now be described by a new state va
riable, viz. the number of energetic units captured with
no return chance by the sensor. A new probability must
be introduced P(mcT ,MCT ,m'c'T ,t) and the corresponding
associated pgf F(x,y,zftf.

From a phenomenological point of view the presence of
a temperature sensor does not represent merely a third
zone in thermal equilibrium with the second zone ( the
coolant ) : this is true but immaterial. The real role of
the thermocouple is that of an energy sink device which
is progressively capturing energetic units from the coo-
lant without returning any of them back to the system.
Through this mechanism information about the processes
occurring inside the system can be collected.

The box of pseudoparticles and associated variables is

zone

fuel

coolant

thermocouple

number of particles

mcT

M C T2

m'c'T

associated vari^
able in pgf

X

y

z

The pgf is

F(x,y,zrt)
CO CO CO

o o o
P(mcT ,MCT ,m'c'T ,t) x

JL £* Ó '
MCT- m'c'T.
y 2 * z 3

mcT,
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The Bartlett scheme is

(1)

heat
generation

heat transfer
from zone 1 to 2

heat transfer
from zone 2 to 1

heat dissipation
from zone 2

thermometry
in zone 2

(2)

£

n

(3)

f (x)-l

y-x

x-y

1-y

z-y

(4)

F

3F/ax

3F/2>y

ZF/dy

t>F/òy

The corresponding ptde is

ay

which must be coupled with the initial condition

F(x,y,z,0) = x *10* yilox20*z U x30

The .atter one expresses the situation that at time t=
=0 the .lumber of energetic units in fuel coolant and sen-
sor are mcT Q M C T 5 Q a n d ro'c'T respectively.
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Derive the ptde with respect to x y and z respectively
and compute the resultant formulae in x=y=z=l. The follo-
wing kinetic equations are obtained in terms of the avera
ge heat transfer rates to and from:

fif'U) - a 1 2mcT 1 + «21MCT2

The same equations can be interpreted in terms of the
average temperature of fuel and coolant, i.e.

Beside_an unimportant initial time transient, the tern
perature T of the sensor can be considered equal to that
( T 2 ) of the coolant.

The latter equations can be integrated under fairly
general initial conditions ( T >T ). The solutions are:

T.J - T® + (T10- T®) H(t) + [e'f'ID "OC12(T10"T20)JG(t)

?2 " T2 + (T20" T 2 ) H ( t ) +f<X21(T10-T20) '^V^oi G ( t )

where T® = T® + e'f (1)/c<12

Te = fi"f
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H(t) = (w2e

G(t) = (e~ W i t- eT"*

w 1 = (1/2) (<X-A)

w 2 = (1/2) «X + A )

08 = *12 + 0 l21 +

« 2 -

W1 W2 =

Comments about the solutions are totally similar to
those expressed for the same case in absence of temperatu
re sensor, with the only difference of setting *| = 0.

The set of differential equations for the factorial
cumulants is, on the contrary, much more elaborated, i.e.

^ [ 2 0 0 3 - - 2 O ( 1 2 K l 2 o o j + 2 C * 2 1 K L n a J + e f H ( 1 )

K ™ K " I X K[110] +Ot21 K[020]

« [0203

K[101]+ O I21 Kt01i3 + 1K[1103

+ 1Ki:020]

K [002J
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If a steady-state ergodic condition is set up for the
population of pairs of energetic units in. the fuel and in
the coolant, i.e.

• * •
K[200j = K[11O] = K[0203 = °

the system of six differential equations splits into a sŷ
stem of three algebraic equations plus a system of two dif
ferential equations plus a simple integration procedure.

Solutions for the population of energetic unit pairs
in fuel and coolant are:

w,w_ + (Wi + w- -
E (200) = — - -

6f"(D (w w + « <X
1 ^ ! £ £

E(020)

(w.+ w. - a )
= 1^— G(t)

^ j [ ( w 1 + w 2 - « 1 2 ) 2 +«12<X21
E (101) = • = — — =-i-£i-H(t)}

2 2
2 w w ( w + w )

G(t)

j J2
E(002) = • L£-[t-L(t)J+J ^ — N(t)

2 w 1 W 2 2 W 1 W 2 ^ 1 + W 2 ̂
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where V V " " ^ ! -ai2(*

L(t) =

L(OO)=

N ( t )

N(oo)=

An asymptotic conservation law exists, i.e. for H(ao)=
G(oo)= 0 and constant values of L(ao) and N(oo) . It states
that

7jE(011) = (1/2)£f"(1) -/lE(110) - 2/iE(020) -

i.e. the pair production rate in the thermocouple equals
the pair production rate in the fuel minus the mixed pair
loss in fuel and coolant minus the pair loss rate in the
coolant minus the mixed pair loss rate i'n coolant and ther
mocouple.

The set of differential equations in the factorial mo-
ments is given by
•
M(200) = 2efl(1)mcT1+£f"(1) -

= €f'(1)MCT -<*Md10) + « M(200) + CX M(020)

M(020) = 2CX12M(110) - 2{Ot-0<j2) M(020)
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^ 1 2 1 ) +1|M(020)

*
M(002) = 21JM(O11)

Under the«rgodic hypothesis for the population of ener
getic units In fuel and coolant. I.e.

• • •

M(200) = M(110) • M(020) - 0

so lut ions are
W1W2 ( VV W2* M ( 2 0 0 ) = A iC w i w 2 + ( W 1 + W2" 0(12

A 2 ) (W1W2

M ( 0 2 0 ) = ( A1 + A2 ) ( X12

where A1 = fif'IDm^ + (1/2)£f"(1)

A2 = et • (DMCT

where w1 <w2~ w1)C1 = (A3
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w1w2i1 =

W 2 ( W 2 ~ W1 ) D2 = ( 0 <12" W2 ) A5 + C X12 ( A3

A4 + A5

• (Dm'c'T

A5 = T|M{020)

The autocorrelation function of a stochastic variable
is generally tied up to the second order factorial moment
of the same variable by the following relationship

AC(t) = (1/2)

In the present case, the autocorrelation function of
the signal observed via the thermocouple corresponds to

• • •

AC(t) = (1/2) M(002)= 11M(011)

One can immediately deduce that

AC(t) = P ^ " ^ 1 - P2e"
W2t

where

VW2"W1)P1
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W2<W2~ W1 ) P2 -

are amplitudes P. and P rboth intrinsically positive,
which satisfy the simple condition

P1 " P2 =

corresponding to the peak of the autocorrelation function
at time t=0.


